VOLT® Low Voltage Landscape Lighting
Woodsman LED Downlights - VAL-1812 Series

Product Description
The VOLT® Woodsman Lamp-Ready Downlight is the next generation version of its predecessor- the Top Dog Downlight. It accepts LED or halogen lamps, and features an upgraded knuckle that is not only bigger and stronger, but also allows for precision aiming with small interlocking teeth. Another great feature of the knuckle on the Woodsman Downlight is the tool-less adjustment knob for ease of aiming while up in those hard to reach places. The same great tool-less type design is utilized on the mount for 360 degree rotation at the base as well. Speaking of the mount, this tripod style mount allows for solid mounting on almost any surface! With 40’ of lead wire included you can’t go wrong with the Woodsman LED Downlight from VOLT®.

Product Dimensions

Features & Benefits
- Solid Brass or Aluminum Construction.
- Pre-aged Finish or High Quality Powder Coat Finish
- Beryllium copper socket - more corrosion resistant than copper.
- Water wicking lead wire to prevent moisture from entering
- Tool-less knuckle, base, and shroud for ease of adjustibity while up in the tree. Allows for precision aiming.
- Includes Tripod mount with offsets for installing on almost any surface, whether it’s flat or not.
- Extremely Heavy duty adjustable knuckle that utilizes interlocking teeth for precision aiming and a strong connection that really locks it in place exactly where it’s set.

Specifications
- Construction: Solid Brass or Aluminum
- Finish: Bronze or Bronze Powder Coat Finish
- Lead Wire: 40’ (standard) 16AWG, SPT-2 copper
- Mounting: Tripod Surface Mount Included
- Glass or Lens: Clear Lens
- Light Source (not included): MR16 (LED or Halogen)
- Maximum Lamp Rating: 50W
- Recommended Lamp Rating: 20-35W
- Operating Voltage: 12V AC
- Powered by: VOLT’s Low Voltage Transformer

Warranty
Lifetime Warranty for Brass
5 Year Warranty for Aluminum